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- To all ulton if in..., conce;
Be it known that , 'JAAS A . icy & A. N. :
citizen of the United States, residiig at Pa.
ducah, in the county of McCracken and State
of Kentucky, have invented certain new att

:

extensinJander
20, orwithwithin
said extension
under the
said extension the

in it.

has de jar is recessed or cored out as indi
:ated at 21 to receive the leaf spring 22 which
is
ent, and set within said recess and which
useful Improvements in Pipe-Wrenches, of : beat's
upwardly against the under side of the
which the following is a specification.
extension
20 and thereby tends to turn the
This invention relates to pipe wrenches rocker on its
pivot so as to swing the jaws to
and particularly is an improvement on the
O wrench shown in my Patent No. 597,782. | closing position. The spring 22 is held in po
I sition by its own elasticity and by the sides of 60
dated January 25, 189S.
the recess and the extension referred to, and ,
The object of the present invention is to consequently
or screws are neces
improve the construction of the wrench with sary to hold itnoindrilling
place.
The nut 6 is also
respect to the rocker which holds tie in Y supported in proper and desired
able jaw, and with respect to the spring which Another feature of the inventionposition.
is that on
operates the rocker.
the
face
of
the
collar
7,
where
it
bears
against
In my said pate at there is show in a spring
the eye 2, it is provided with a bead or raised
which bears against the threat led shank of part
7" which gives a better fit than would

the movable jaw and tends to close the laws,
and in order to attach such spring it, is neces
sary to drill the same and also i () (dii and to
tap the screw hole, and to faste the spring in
place with a screw.
In the present invention the shape of the
rocker is modified so that a spring can be
seated the reu tier, to do the work, without
boring
or tapping a screw hole ind without
the use of a screw.
The improvement is illustrated it the ac
companying drawing, il; which,

otherwise be the case since it may be readily
ground to it in case of any slight imperfec
tion of the casting; and it also provides open
ings at the sides of the collar, through which
dirt can escape.
in the modified form shown in Fig. 2 in
stead of the leaf spring 22, a circular recess 23
is jilade hind a coil spring 24 is set in this re
cess, and bears against the extension 20, with
the same effect as the spring above described.
in the modified for in shown in Fig. 3, in
30
stead
the springs above referred to, I use a SO
Figure 1 is a side view of tie Wrenti, show doubleofspring
25 which is attached to the
ing one form of spring. Figs. 2 and 3 are shank by a screw
26 and bears at its ends on
similar views slowing modified forms. Fig. tle upper and lower
sides of the extension 20,
4 is a rear end view of the rocker' i' oscillating the end of which projects
between the ends of
collar.
the
spiring.
This
double
spring acts both as 85
in the drawings, 1 indicates the hall die, 2 - closing and is ail opening
spring, tending
the recessed eye, and 3 the tire ded shank of idorially to hull the pivoted outer jaw in in
the outer jaw 4, the saline as in inly said pat termediate position.
ent.
Said shank 3 receives a hit 6 which is
consider the form shown in Fig. I the
40 located in the recess of said eye and this in
|
preferable
form. The operation is the same 90
bears against the rocking collar 7 which has a as the patented
wrench, the outer jaw being
knuckle is held withic: a recess 8 is rued be I adjusted by Ileans
of the nut 6, and opening
hind
the
fixed
jaw,
also
as
shown
in
any
said
and
closing,
when
applied to the work, by
patent.
20

on the pivot of the rocking collar 7.
One of the new parts provided by the pres rocking
claii):-ent inventionfrom
is an
colnbination with a fixed jaw and han
backwardly
theextension
inner side 20
of theE;
collar 7 die, be
having
a recessed eye in the back, of an
and at a right angle to the face of said collar E-shaped rocker
in the eye, the outer jaw
against which the nut bears, said nut fits
50 within the angle between the collar 7 and the having a threaded shank extending through
: one branch of the rocker, a nut on the shenk
45
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In testimony whereof I affix my signature,
behind said branch, the rocker being pivoted in presence of two witnesses.
at its outside angle or corner in EE CO
JAMES M. COCEIRAN.
ner of the sye and having one of its branches
extending under the nut which rests upon Witnesses:
said braich and fits in the inside angle of the
STEPHEN
FRENCH,
rocke, and 3, spring between the fixed jaw
G. A. Cri RRY
and gaid 3'Sach.

